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Snapseed
I strongly suggest:
Open image and immediately and save image.
That way it will be at the end of your camera roll and you will not have to go
searching through all your images to find it when you want to check on your different adjustments.
In all the Tools and Filters—slide your finger up and down to see just what you can
adjust.
Then slide your finger right and left to make the adjustments.
The square that in the upper corner is for comparing before and after adjustment.
Be sure —after you make each adjustment —that you check the checkmark in the
lower right hand corner to accept the change—or if you don't like it —the X in the
lower left hand corner.

Tools
1. Rotate—First go to rotate and straighten image.
2. Crop—Notice the preset sizes or you can use “Free” to crop.
3. Tune image—brightness, contrast, saturation, ambiance, highlights, shadows
and warmth
4.Details—Sharpness and Structure. Use with caution with people.
5.Transform —just experiment with it
6.White Balance—just play with it to see what it will do.
7.Brush—you have 4 different brushes to play with.
8.Selective adjustment-this is the only place that you can make a selective adjustment. Activate the cross in the circle and place it on your image. Spreading your
fingers will open up the circle to use as a mask and then only adjust what is within
the circle. You can copy that adjustment many different places on the image.
9. Healing —great to remove unwanted things.
10. Vignette—Center brightens or Outer brightness
11. Text—great fun
12. Curves—lots of presets to play with.
13. Expand —New-Great way to expand your canvas -Play with it!

FILTERS
1. Lens Blue in the circle with the cross you can select either Elliptical or
Linear blur adjustments—then adjust the amount of blur and the transition.
2. Glamour Glow—find a preset and the adjust.
3. Tonal Contrast—You have many subtle adjustments in this filter.
4. HDR Scape—Play
5. Drama—Play—you will be surprised at the different effect it will have
on your image- you can get a night time effect here in Drama.
6 .Grunge — It has over 1459 different styles and textures-just try it.
7.Grainy Film—Lots of presets.
8.Vintage—Lots of presets—fun effects
9.Retrolux—It will add light leaks etc –it has different styles.
10.Noir—Again Lots of presets
11.Black and White—If you want to use this preset I suggest you save the
image with the last adjustment in color and then reopen it again and use
the B&W save and then reopen to continue.
12.Frames --- Lots of styles both black and white.
13.Double Exposure —NEW—go to insights it helps explain this.
Faces
1.Enhance—play with all the presets-great but don’t overdo it!
2.Pose—Fun —you can tilt the head and even make them smile.

New additions to Snapseed as of May 2017
Tools
1.White balance
2.Text
3.3 Expand—NEWFilters
1.Lens Blur
Faces
1.Enhance—play with all the presets-great but don’t overdo it!
2.Pose—Fun —you can tilt the head and even make them smile.
Remember
Slide your finger up and down to select what you want to adjust.
Slide your finger left to right to make the adjustment.
The more you play with this app the more you will fall in love with it!!

Snapseed
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/snapseed/id439438619?mt=8
How to Use Snapseed:
An In-Depth Tutorial Guide
http://www.mobiography.net/apps/how-to-use-snapseed-to-enhance-your-mobilephotography/
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Apps to work with :
Image Blender
Distressed FX
Impresso
Prisma
SkyLab
Reflect

